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Korea brings global possibilities to campus
By Randy Kizer
Contributor
South Korea is quickly
emerging as the next proposed location for one of
Taylor’s Global Engagement
Centers.
This week, Abraham Lee,
the director of the Office of
International Affairs at Handong Global University in
Pohang, South Korea, visited
Taylor to begin preliminary
discussions about creating a

partnership between Taylor
and Handong Global.
Handong is a Christian
school of 3,200 students,
and is widely recognized as
one of the top five universities in South Korea. Their
emphasis on community,
academic excellence, and
global outreach are similar to Taylor’s core values.
While still in the exploratory stages, proposals would
likely include semester programs at Handong for Taylor

students as well as accepting Handong students for a
semester of study at Taylor.
The goal would be to maximize the strengths of each
school and foster increased
intercultural interaction.
In his many meetings with
Taylor faculty and administrators, Lee emphasized the
strategic involvement Handong Global University is
having in the development
of Asia.
Many countries closed

toward the United States
are interested in acquiring
trained professionals in areas such as business, law
and information technology.
Handong is concentrating on
these areas to place Christians in positions involving
these disciplines.
Handong is a global university with students from
over 59 countries attending
the school. Twenty percent
of the faculty are also
visiting professors.
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Abraham Lee, director of the Office of Internal Affairs at Handong University in South Korea, meets with Wynn Lembright, vice president
of Student Affairs, and Jill Godorhazy, associate dean of students, to discuss a possible Asian studies program at Handong University.

Students compete in
annual SAC X-games
By Robin Snyder
Staff Writer
The X-Games brought together students from across
campus to compete in five
nontraditional sports Monday through Thursday. The
X-Games has been a Taylor
tradition since 1997, and a
continuing tradition of what
was formerly referred to as
the Olympic Games.
Groups signed up in the
DC last week, and formed
their teams for beach volleyball, Ultimate Frisbee, kickball, dodgeball and Team
Tin Man – a team version
of last week’s Tin Man Triathlon. Winners from each
event received free XGames T-shirts.
“One of the most interesting things about X-Games is
seeing the variety of students
who come out to participate
in the different competitions,” Steve Austin, director
of student programs, said.
SAC member Joel Donnell
appreciated the opportunity X-Games gave students
who wanted to compete, but
didn’t want to commit to intramural sports.
On Monday night, teams
competed in the beach volleyball tournament. Five
co-ed teams, each with six
members, signed up to participate in the single elimination tournament.
Though one team, short
three players, lost their first
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game, senior Thad Fennig,
and juniors Kyler Faust
and Jess Johnson won the
tournament in a tiebreaker
after the rest of their teammates arrived.
Three two-on-two male
teams also signed up to
compete. Sophomores Nathan Butcher and Joel Donnell won the two-on-two.
Frisbees whizzed through
the air during Tuesday’s Ultimate Frisbee competition. Ultimate Frisbee is a non-contact
sport reminiscent of football
and soccer. The team from
the second floor of Samuel
Morris won the tournament.
Team Tin Man also took
place on Tuesday, beginning
at Taylor Lake. Although five
teams signed up to participate, only one team showed
up for the competition.
Instead of forfeiting, teammates
freshman
Dustin
Sutherland and Destry Kiser,
and sophomore Brandon
LaFontaine, decided to compete against the clock. They
finished in exactly one hour.
On Wednesday teams of
nine competed in a kickball
tournament. Morris men
from the second floor conquered again.
There was also a dodgeball
tournament on Thursday
evening.
According to Austin, a
winter X-Games may be instituted in the future. Send
any winter X-Games ideas to
TSO_SAC@taylor.edu

“It is much easier for students from developing countries to get into Korea than
to obtain visas and enter the
United States. We are able
to bring the resources and
expertise of the first world
to these students at a third
world price,” Lee said.
Taylor’s connection to
Handong originated in the
personal contacts of two faculty members, Mike Jessup,
professor of sociology, and
Chin Chang, assistant professor of modern languages.
Two years ago Chang pursued a partnership with
Handong but it didn’t come
to fruition.
“I don’t think Taylor was
ready [for a partnership],”
Chang said. “But now with
[President] Habecker’s Vision 2016, both schools seem
to have the same vision.”
Jessup was introduced
to Korean culture when his
youngest daughter participated in a foreign exchange
program with a Korean
school through Upland Elementary.
When global engagement
became a focus, Jessup renewed his Korean contacts.
It was by chance that Jessup
discovered he and Chang
were pursuing a program
at the same university.
“We were actually just talking in the copy room one day
and I mentioned the idea of
setting up a partnership with
Handong University,” Jessup
said. “Professor Chang got all
excited and said he had been
working on the same idea.”
Soon after that discus-

sion, Jessup and Chang
learned that Lee was in the
United States visiting family. On Wednesday, Sept. 28,
Taylor contacted Lee and
arranged a visit for that following Monday. University
officials quickly prepared
a
two-day schedule
of
presentations and meetings
with various committee and
board members.
As a host Jessup has been
pleased with the outcome of
the trip and is excited about
the possibilities.
“In a month or two we
would like to have a proposal for what a global center
[in South Korea] would look
like,” Jessup said.
A future Asian studies
program would most likely
focus on Asian language
classes, and sociology and
regional studies classes.
By next year 50 percent of Handong’s classes
will be taught in English,
which makes the proposition all the more inviting.
An Asian studies program would include cultural
experiences, such as visits
to Korea’s ancient capital,
Kyongju, and other historic
landmarks. Short trips to
China and Japan would
also be an option.
Lee’s visit will likely be followed by other interactions
with the Taylor community,
including a possible trip by
sociology majors and faculty
in the near future.
“We are still in the exploratory stage,” Jessup said.
“But [Handong University]
looks like a good fit.”

Hall directors swap dorms
By Mia Wales
News Editor
Instead of walking a mile
in each other’s shoes, Taylor
hall directors swapped residence halls and schedules
for three days to gain insight
into the different halls and
give students a new perspective on dorm life.
From
Monday
until
Wednesday, every Taylor
hall director agreed to take
over the responsibilities of
another hall director of the
opposite gender and live in
his or her apartment.
The idea for the switch was
generated at a hall directors
meeting during a discussion
about how students function
in their residence halls.
“All my women in Bergwall Hall never had the opportunity to experience a
female hall director. It’s the
same with Gerig and Swallow, where the men in those
halls have female hall directors,” Adam Hanna, director
of Bergwall Hall, said. “[This
gave] everyone a chance to
have something new.”
The assistant hall directors remained in their
normal dorms in case of a
hall emergency.
In order to learn about
how different halls function,
each hall director took full
responsibility for his or her
new dorm.
“[The switch was] definitely … geared towards
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Adam Hanna, director of Bergwall Hall, meets with sophomore Rachel Sawyer, the PA of First South
English, during his three-day experience as the director of English Hall. Hanna spent time with the
ladies of English Hall, even having a "chick flick movie night" and eating brownies and ice cream.

students, but it [was] also a
learning experience for us to
see how hall directors [live]
in other dorms,” Hanna, who
took Missy Chambless’ place
in English Hall, said. “Missy
… wanted me to experience
her life in English … I [went]
to all of her appointments,
[met] with all of her students
– the whole bit.”
Sophomore Kevin Halloran, a PA on Third East
Wengatz, met with Chambless, who spent her three
days in Wengatz.
“At first I was a little sur-

prised [at the switch] because
I didn’t know how a woman
could run a [male] dorm like
a guy could,” Halloran said.
“But I think it’s good that
[hall directors are expanding] their territory and learning about other dorms.”
Sophomore Blake Bachman enjoyed visiting with
Adam Hanna during his stay
in English Hall.
“When I went in to
meet him … he was really
open,” Bachman said. “He
seemed really happy to be
[in English].”

The hall directors have
discussed the possibility of
switching dorms again next
year for a longer period of
time, but nothing has yet
been planned.
“The whole purpose of
residence life at Taylor is to
give students a whole person
education, which means they
have out-of-class learning,”
Hanna said. “Hopefully students take something away
from this that they can’t
learn in a classroom and that
they wouldn’t have gotten at
another school.”
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By Carrie Bragg
Contributor
What began as a dream has
now become a reality. When
Ken Smith was appointed
executive director of the William Taylor Foundation in
1983, Kershner Commons
was just that: a dream. Now,
in 2006, this residential subdivision is developing into
a tight-knit community near
Taylor’s campus.
The idea for the subdivision originated in 1980, with
the goal to provide affordable
housing for retired Taylor
faculty and administrative
staff. However, the houses
weren’t developed due to
lack of funds.
Then, in 2002, Taylor graduate ('80) Crystal Silverman
passed away, leaving the
WTF a large sum of money,
unrestricted.
Taylor’s Board of Directors allowed the WTF to
begin the development of
Kershner Commons, named
after Charles Kershner, who
donated the subdivision’s
13 acres of land to Taylor in
1986.
Within the subdivision
there are six tracts of land for
single-family homes. These
homes are offered to new
Taylor staff and administrative faculty only. Buyers will
be allowed to choose their
desired builder.
In addition to the singlefamily lots, there are 14 tracts
of land for single-family attached homes. The attached
homes are available to any
interested buyers.
The homeowner will work
with Colonial Homes of Fort
Wayne, Ind., on his or her
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Donated land offered to new members of Taylor University's staff and administration is now available through a generous alumni grant given to the William Taylor Foundation. Additional tracts of land are available to any interested homeowners.

home and will choose from
nine available floor plans.
Homeowners may also customize the already existing
floor plans.
Smith and his wife are currently living in one of the
single-family attached homes, the first of the newly

built units.
The three remaining built
homes are also occupied, and
together, the four residences
serve as models for interested buyers.
Two weeks ago, 75 people
attended a walk-through of
the homes.

This turnout impressed
Smith. “[My wife and I] are
hoping for more neighbors,”
he said.
Each home within Kershner Commons will include
standard features, such as
central air conditioning, custom kitchen cabinets, as well

as a fireplace.
Other benefits include the
ample opportunities to attend events held at Taylor,
the availability of Zondervan
Library, the ability to audit
classes at Taylor, as well as
many TU volunteer positions.

The single-family home
lots are available for $24,000,
while the attached home lots
are available for $12,500.
All lots are purchased
from WTF Real Estate LLC.
For more information about
Kershner Commons, contact
Ken Smith at 998-5239.

IT plans survey of online services
By Paul Warner
Contributor
Taylor’s Information Technology department is planning to survey students to
see whether or not they are
using their allotted Taylor
email accounts.
This year, when a campuswide email was sent, IT discovered that the email inboxes of over 200 students were
full, indicating that these
students probably aren’t us-

ing their accounts.
This means about 12 percent of the student body
could be missing important
emails from faculty and university officials.
Rob Linehan, the IT chief
information officer, said Taylor may decide to forward
important email announcements to these students’ external email accounts if that
is what the students prefer.
IT will design its student survey to gather data about this

important issue.
The survey will also cover
student opinions about using the Taylor portal for announcements. The portal has
a new channel for student
activity announcements so
students no longer receive
emails about every upcoming activity.
Linehan said that some
all-campus announcements
would stay in email, but IT
would like to move as many
announcements to the portal

TU receives HDTV capabilities
By Randy Kizer
Contributor
While the vocally-challenged
contestants
on
American Idol won’t improve, Taylor students can
now watch this year’s season in high definition. Starting this week, FOX channel
59 can be viewed in HD on
Taylor’s cable channel 11 for
those who own a HD-television with an ATSC tuner.
This first foray into HD
television is one of the many
projects begun by Taylor’s
recently created Media Services office. Jon Ochs, Media Services manager, is
serious about his goal of providing Taylor with the best
possible media.
“[HD television] is a gift
from Media Services to the
campus,” Ochs said.
Ochs began broadcasting
in HD a couple of weeks ago.
WXIN out of Indianapolis
was chosen because its programming is most popular.
While the cable is enabled for channel 59, it
can be switched to other
stations while remaining
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channel 11 on Taylor’s system. This would allow big
events, such as the World
Series or the Superbowl,
to be transmitted in HD.
Students wishing to view a
specific event in HD should
contact their hall director.
Junior Trevor Kight has
seen HDTVs recently grow
in popularity. “I think there
are five just on my section of
Penthouse,” he said.
Kight was one of the first
to tune to channel 11 and he
is looking forward to the addition of the other three major networks.
Freshman David Chizum
also has an HD television but
not the ATSC tuner. While he
cannot access channel 11, he
is excited about the upgrade.
“It’s nice that [Media Services] is moving towards better
cable,” he said.
Students on campus who
have access to HD television
sing its praises.
"In my opinion HD is to
regular cable as the DVD
is to VHS," junior Brandon
Downs said. "The visual
quality is stunning and it
pulls you into what you are

watching."
Although the channel is
operational, there are several problems people might
encounter when looking for
it. If you don’t have an HD
television, you won’t find
anything on channel 11.
Also, you can’t access the
channel without an ATSC
tuner. The ATSC tuner is basically a decoder that takes
the cable frequency and
turns it back into a TV program. ATSC tuners can be
purchased and hooked up to
a system if one isn’t built into
the television set.
Lastly, some televisions
have two cable inputs, one
for the normal CATV (CAT5)
and the other for DTV. If
your television has this configuration then you must
manually switch your cable
from the CAT5 input to
the DTV input in order to
view channel 11.
If students are having
trouble tuning their HD televisions to channel 11 they are
encouraged to call extension
85301 or e-mail Media Services at jnochs@tayloru.edu

as possible. Doing so saves
Taylor staff and faculty time,
and prevents students from
having cluttered inboxes.
IT also plans to review
Taylor’s Internet bandwidth.
Taylor is presently using a 20
mbps connection to provide
the Internet and a number of
other network services to the
Taylor community.
This connection runs at
full capacity from 9:00 a.m.
to 2:00 a.m. almost every
day. According to Linehan,

Taylor needs a larger connection, and IT will decide how
to resolve this issue.
Another concern slated for
review is Taylor’s Internet
filtering policy. IT plans to
work with the appropriate
planning councils to evaluate
Websense’s blocking capabilities. It also hopes to facilitate
a discussion, involving faculty, staff and students, about
the filtering policy.
One important discussion
topic will be about how to

handle social networking
sites, such as MySpace.
“There is nothing wrong
with MySpace, per se, as a
Web site used for social purposes,” Linehan said. “But I
think we need to discuss how
to best educate each other
about going to questionable
or objectionable content in
social networking sites.”
IT is in the process of setting a date to discuss this
high-priority topic.

TESOL broadens horizons
By Christine Allen
Staff Writer
Few Taylor students realize they have the opportunity
to earn their Teach English to
Speakers of Other Languages
certificate while at TU.
The certificate requires
only twelve credits and is
for those who want to teach
English to others, whether
in America or abroad. The
credits include introduction, linguistics and methods
courses as well as a threecredit practicum.
TESOL was
formerly
known as the English as a
Second Language/English
as a Foreign Language program. However, ESL/EFL
technically refers to those
who are learning English,
not to those who are learning
to teach English.
“[TESOL] is a good way
to explore the field [of ESL/
EFL] if you think you’re interested,” Jody Fernando,
director of the TESOL program, said.
This program is available
to anyone interested in crosscultural interaction. All ma-

jors are accepted, as an education degree is not required
to teach overseas.
Volunteer agencies such as
the Peace Corps also consider TESOL certificates when
recruiting workers.
The program hopes to
eventually include a licensure for education majors
so they could teach ESL in
American public schools.
Fernando has taught in
volunteer settings in West
Africa and has spent time
observing different forms of
education in other cultures.
Because of these cultural differences, it is not necessary
to have a degree in formal
education.
“In a lot of places, the level
of respect for teachers is so
much higher that you just
don’t have discipline issues
at all,” Fernando said. “[If]
it’s in a volunteer setting, you
might work more with small
groups. It will definitely be a
more informal setting.”
For those who want to look
into the TESOL program, the
introduction course is an
option. Students learn basic
information about other cul-

tures in order to better understand and interact with
people. This is an ability Fernando believes many Americans lack.
“My personal conviction
would be you cannot be an
effective teacher unless you
understand your students,”
Fernando said.
The introduction course
is also a prerequisite for all
other courses. Fernando suggests taking these twelve certification credits before going into a master's program
in the field.
“Do a certificate first, and
then if you love the field and
want to do it professionally,
that’s when you would get a
master's [degree],” Fernando
said.
There will be an informational meeting about TESOL
Wednesday, Oct. 11 at 4:00
p.m. in Reade 211.
The meeting is open to
students of all majors and
will cover the basics of and
requirements for the certificate. It will also explore
some of the opportunities
the program makes available
to students.
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Son's illness alters lifestyle
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Josh Taylor and his family attend WTUR's Open Mic Night. See updates on Nathan's health at www.caringbridge.org/visit/nathanieltaylor.

By Kate Yoder
Contributor
Thursdays in Josh Taylor’s
household begin long before
most TU students are awake.
Josh, communication department media engineer, and
his wife, Sara, arise between
5:45 a.m. and 6:45 a.m., wake
up their 18-month-old son
Nathan, buckle him into
his car seat, and drive to
Riley Children’s Hospital in
Indianapolis for a lengthy
day of chemotherapy treatment for Nathan.
Before Nathan was born,
the Taylors knew he had a
50-50 chance of developing
Neurofibromatosis Type 1,
because Sara is a carrier of
the genetic trait for NF1.
According to webmd.com,
NF1 is a rare genetic disorder characterized by benign
tumors and skin discoloration. One in every 3,500
people is born with NF1,
according to the Genetic
Science Learning Center at
the University of Utah.
Nathan gradually lost his
vision due to the disease.
When Nathan started feeling his way around their
home in April, the Taylors
immediately took him to his
pediatrician, who referred
them to a neurologist at Riley.
A CAT scan and MRI revealed
optical gland tumors along

Nathan’s optic nerves, causing his vision loss.
Nathan's doctors think
he can see only very bright
objects, but even those are
blurry. He can, however,
maneuver around the Taylor
home, using push toys to
find his way.
Since April, Josh and Sara
have devoted themselves
to helping Nathan fight his
tumors and regain his sight.
“They couldn’t do radiation because of his age, and
surgery wasn’t an option
because they would have to
take out his optical nerves,”
Josh said.
Instead, Nathan receives a
heavy dose of chemo drugs
through a portacath surgically placed in his chest. This
port runs into a main artery
in his shoulder where the
drugs have to enter. If the
drugs entered elsewhere,
they would eat away the
smaller veins in his arm.
This treatment takes four
to six hours. The drugs make
Nathan drowsy and alter his
personality for several days
after the treatments.
Though young, Nathan
understands some of the
ordeal he faces weekly.
“He’s figured it out, the
sound when we pull into the
parking garage at the hospital tells him [where we are],”
Josh said. “He starts to fuss

and not want to go.”
Thankfully, the tumors
seem to be shrinking, so
Nathan may have to go to
Riley for a only little longer.
“There are still three large
tumors in his brain, two in
front, and one in back, as
well as several spread out
along his nerves,” Josh said.
“But all tumors show signs
of shrinkage and the number of tumor cells inside
the tumors has declined.”
The doctors are most concerned about the tumors in
the front of Nathan’s brain
and on his optical nerves.
While a positive prognosis
is promising, having a sick
child has altered the Taylors’
lifestyle. They put buying a
house on hold, and they face
high medical and gas bills.
“We've had to make some
sacrifices, but Nathan is
totally worth it,” Josh said.
Taylor University has tried
to help make these sacrifices
more manageable by providing meals, prayers and financial support to the Taylors.
One specific event, the
Sept. 21 WTUR-sponsored
Open Mic Night, brought in
more than $500 to help the
Taylors with their medical
related expenses.
Justin Clupper, WTUR station manager, was glad to
help Josh's family. "He works
his tail off for our depart-

ment," Clupper said. "And he
has a servant's heart unlike
any other."
Anyone interested in helping the Taylors should contact Carol Owen in the communication arts department
office at extension 85255.

BETSY SMITH 5K RUN/WALK
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 21, 2006
8 a.m. @ ST. MARY’S HOSPITAL, 1800 E. LAKE SHORE DRIVE, DECATUR, IL
Betsy Smith, daughter of Dr. Dan and Jeanie Smith, entered into the presence of Jesus on
Wednesday, April 26, 2006. Betsy dedicated her life to serving the Lord through inner city
mission work in Marion, Ind. All proceeds from this event will go to further Betsy’s passion
for children.
Name: ___________________________________
Address: _________________________________
City: _________________ St: _______ Zip: _____
Phone: ___________________________________
Age: ______ Sex: ____ Run or Walk: __________
T-shirt size (S - XL): ________________________
Entry fee is $10 for walkers, $15 for runners by Oct. 14, and $18 for runners on race day.
Send entry fee to:
Betsy Smith 5K Run/Walk
			
c/o Theresa Smith
			
2546 S. Baltimore Ave.
			
Decatur, IL 62521
Make checks payable to :
		
Betsy Smith 5K Run/Walk
WAIVER: In consideration of entry, I, for myself, my executors, administrators and assigns, do hereby release and discharge the Decatur Park District, City of Decatur, and St.
Mary's Hospital, and all Race sponsors and workers for any injury suffered by me at this
event. I certify that I have trained for a race of this distance and weather conditions, and I
am physically fit for the race entered.
Signature: __________________________________
(Parent or guardian for consent if entrant is under 18)

Features

Young Global Leaders Summit
Taylor students wishing to make a difference in the world are invited to apply for
the Young Global Leaders Summit entitled "Bringing the World Home through
Media." The summit will bring together young global leaders from across the
United States for a day of workshops, speakers and discussions on how young
people can raise global awareness through new and old media. The summit will
examine current challenges the U.S. media faces in reporting on global affairs
and how diverse media — from newspapers and television to documentaries and
blogs — can present the world to Americans in a more complete fashion. The
summit is taking place on Oct. 21 at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.
To apply for the conference, visit www.aidemocracy.org/media.cfm
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Moviegoers hungry for seconds?
By Josh Porter
A&E Editor
I cannot write a review this
week. I usually try to see
movies that are the most relevant, movies about which
the majority will care. This
week, the most relevant
movie to discuss (and, in my
opinion, the most crucial)
happens to be “Jack*** Number Two.” For the purposes
of this article, I will refer to
this intellectual property
with the abbreviation “JA.”
There are two reasons why
I can’t write a review this
week. First, if I were to attempt to rate this movie from
a critical and a Christian
standpoint, it would receive
a 0 out of 10. "JA" takes away
the things that define a movie and leaves only the indulgent depiction of violence.
When I made the decision
to see this movie, I knew what
the subject matter would entail. Despite that, I went and
saw it, and I admittedly enjoyed it. I can’t honestly and
accurately write a review of
this movie because it’s clear
that I lack the objectivity to
do so.
The second reason is that
writing a review would be
missing the point. The movie was never meant to be of
good taste or quality. This
much is evident in the subject matter, the ad campaign,
even the title. The actors in
the movie knew what they
were doing was foolish, but
they also knew it would
make them rich.
The quality of this one
movie is obviously not the
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"JA Number Two" is rated R for extremely crude and dangerous stunts throughout, sexual content,
nudity and language.

issue. The real issue is much
broader. What does the existence and unprecedented
success of “JA” say about our
entertainment industry, and
our culture in general?
For those who aren’t familiar with the “JA” franchise, it
started as a television show
on MTV. Like most shows
on the Music Television Network, it had nothing to do
with music. Instead, “JA”
depicted a group of guys doing outrageous stunts. Their
main goal was essentially to
hurt themselves as much as

possible without dying, and
preferably without being
rushed to the hospital.
“JA” gained a huge following, but it dissolved
after three seasons when
the show’s creator, Johnny
Knoxville, decided to pursue
a film career.
The other “JA” boys moved
on as well, spawning other
stunt shows such as “Viva
La Bam” and “Wildboyz.”
There were also a few copycat shows that followed with
limited success.
However, even more dis-

turbing was the amount of
people who injured themselves and others while attempting the stunts they had
seen on “JA.” A warning,
which stated that the stunts
were “performed by professionals” and that “no one
should attempt to re-enact
any stunt or activity on the
show,” preceded the show.
Not surprisingly, it didn’t
seem to help.
Just when we all thought
“JA” was finished as a franchise, “JA: The Movie” was
announced. It made $64 mil-

lion, over a dozen times its
budget. It was a monstrous
success, but it wasn’t the
end of the franchise - which
brings us to this year's “JA
Number Two,” which just
made $29 million (nearly half
the gross of the first movie)
in one weekend.
“JA Number Two” takes
the extremities of the show
and the first movie, and
brings them further than I
thought possible. One guy
fights off dozens of sharks
in the ocean with a fish hook
stuck in his mouth. Another
guy straps himself to a rocket
and launches himself 60 feet
into the air. Another guy
puts a leech on his eyeball. I
couldn’t think of worse things
to do to myself if I tried; yet, I
found myself mesmerized by
all these violent acts. This is
not something of which I’m
particularly proud.
I’m a strong advocate of
putting substance back in
Hollywood. When something is created for the sole
purpose of catering to our
need for senseless violence,
I’m usually against it. It’s
hard to understand what it
was about this movie that
made me ignore that instinct
and enjoy myself.
Part of it may be because
“JA” is not actually a movie.
Movies are made with the intent of sucking the audience
into a story and characters.
“JA” is simply a steady hour
and a half of film clips, edited together and placed in
theaters. There is no plot, no
script, and essentially no actors. The boys are just doing
what seemingly comes natu-

rally to them. It does exactly
what it sets out to do, which
is cause audiences to laugh
and to cringe.
Furthermore, the makers of
“JA Number Two” are very
careful not to show the consequences of the stunts that
are performed. They go as
far as to show the painful
expression on the "JA" guys'
faces, but that’s all. There’s
no doubt in my mind that everyone in the movie went to
the hospital, often the emergency room, at least half a
dozen times, but the audience never sees that part. After a man is injured, the next
scene shows the same man
completely healed. It gives
the impression that the "JA"
boys are somehow invincible,
and laughing at the pain of
an invincible person doesn’t
seem as bad as laughing at a
mortal person’s pain.
We need to be careful what
we take for granted, however. Nobody dies in “JA
Number Two,” but that’s
not the point. The “JA” boys
can do whatever they want;
that’s their business. The issue is how we perceive their
actions. We must fully recognize these are people no less
fragile than the rest of us.
We must also realize that
by seeing movies like this,
we are condoning what they
do. They are essentially finding creative ways of hurting
themselves, and making
millions from it. It encourages these guys to keep doing what they’re doing, and
it tells Hollywood that we
want to see more. Do we really want to see more?

Students, Hanna "Studio 60" puts thinking back in style
hike nearby trail
By Josh Porter
A&E Editor
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The hikers relax around a warm campfire after a long day spent
traversing Indiana's Knobstone Trail.

By Adam Hanna
Contributor
Many people in Indiana
believe the Appalachian
Trail, a path that travels
from Georgia to Maine, is
the closest place for backcountry hiking opportunities. In fact, Indiana’s
Knobstone Trail, located in
Jackson-Washington State
Forest and Clark State
Forest, is a closer hiking
path, approximately three
hours from Upland.
At 58 miles, the KT is
Indiana’s longest footpath.
According to an article in
Backpacker
Magazine,
Indiana’s Knobstone Trail
is “radical stuff in what’s
supposed to be horizontal
Hoosier land.”
Adam Hanna, Bergwall
Hall director and avid
hiker, also believes the KT
is an great trail. “This close
and inexpensive outdoor
playground is perfect for
a weekend getaway or fall
break adventure,” he said.
Last weekend, seven
Taylor students and Hanna
traveled the Knobstone
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Trail. They climbed 2,400
feet in elevation over the
16 miles of shale and sandstone ridges.
“The trail is regarded
as a rugged and difficult
trail to hike, and is held to
backcountry standards,”
Hanna said.
According to Hanna, his
and the students’ weekend outing was an enjoyable break from their busy
schedules. Hanna and the
students hiked, invested in
solitary time, and relaxed
around the campfire.
“We slept under the stars.
The fresh air, as always,
was revitalizing,” Hanna
said. “We listened to the
wind whisper through the
changing leaves. It was
just a beautiful and relaxing weekend.”
Currently, there are no
direct costs for the recreational use of the state for-

ests. State park entrance or
camping fees do not apply.

Information on the
Knobstone Trail can be
accessed at http://www.
in.gov/dnr/knobstone/
general.html.

I like to watch the sitcom
“Yes, Dear” from time to
time because it’s an excellent example of programming at its worst. The premise is weak, the characters
are unexciting, and the child
actors could probably be
replaced with potted plants
and no one would notice.
On the other end of the
spectrum, there is “Studio
60 on the Sunset Strip.” The
hour-long NBC comedy/
drama premiered Sept. 18,
and has already generated
tremendous positive feedback from both viewers and
TV critics.
I’ve been following the
show as well, and it’s obvious all the praise is justified.
The casting is perfect, the
dialogue is sharp and intelligent, and the characters are
so well-developed it’s hard
to believe they’re fictional.
“Studio 60 on the Sunset
Strip” portrays the inner
workings of a sketch comedy show by the same name.
This show airs on the fictional National Broadcasting
System channel, but the alternate names aren’t fooling
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The roles in "Studio 60" are remarkably well cast. Each character is truly authentic, and avoids the
usual cliches and stereotypes seen in so many other drama series.

anyone. The show is clearly
based on NBC’s Saturday
Night Live.
Some may think it’s rather
silly for a show to make fun
of another show on the same
network. Still, I think it’s a
bold move on NBC’s part. It
shows they know they’re not
perfect, but they’re confident
enough in their programming to satirize it.
In the show, the NBS network is not portrayed in the
most positive light, but that
is okay with NBC. “Studio
60 on the Sunset Strip” isn’t

about who looks good and
who doesn’t; it’s about creating something intelligent
and complex.
One of the most impressive aspects of “Studio 60”
is its characters. My personal
favorites are the sketch cowriters Matt Albie (Matthew
Perry) and Danny Tripp
(Bradley Whitford). The
characters complement each
other incredibly well, due to
the great dialogue and excellent actors portraying them.
Amanda Peet is also
worth mentioning as Jordan
McDeere, the unconventional network president. Her
character has a real presence,
without being too threatening or masculine. Her character has complexity and
charisma, and I wouldn’t
be surprised if Peet gets an
Emmy nomination next year
for the role.
Another character with
whom I am exceedingly
impressed is Harriet Hayes
(Sarah Paulson), one of the
actresses on the sketch comedy show. Her character is a
Christian, which is usually
Poster courtesy of signonsandiego.com
Matthew Perry and Bradley Whitford expertly portray friends and co- not the type of character telewriters in "Studio 60 on the Sunset Strip."
vision likes to portray posi-

tively. In this case, however,
she’s incredibly likeable.
Harriet frequently defends
her faith. She often mentions
her faith to ensure no one
forgets her beliefs. She also
objects when the joking at
Christianity's expense outweighs joking on other subjects. She’s got integrity, but
not at the expense of respect
from her co-workers.
Despite her convictions
and morality, she is very
careful not to put up barriers
between herself and her coworkers. She believes that it
would be counterproductive
to point out every sinful act
she encounters. She instead
chooses to set an example
by simply acting differently.
It's a smart and very realistic
portrayal of Christianity.
“Studio 60’s” popularity proves that there are still
millions of viewers willing to
engage their minds in front
of the TV screen. For those
who would say that all television is filthy and devoid of
meaning, I would challenge
them to say the same after
watching “Studio 60 on the
Sunset Strip.”
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"Feminist" need not be (always) Imbibe strong coffee and
synonymous with "contentious" formulate strong opinions

By Kate Garber
Columnist
Apparently some students
assumed last Friday that Joe
Patton’s article was going
to offend me – this self-proclaimed defender of women
(speaking to our rights, our
capabilities, the variations
which occur within our gender, etc.).
They assumed I’d respond
with a “scathing” article, a
forceful attack, a reaction
sprung from “utter disbelief”
at how he dares to talk about
women that way!
I guess I shouldn’t have
been surprised that everyone
imagined this week’s column to look something like
a “Wanted: Dead or Alive”
poster. When I finally did
read the column after first
hearing about it, that expectation is what surprised me.
I contrasted how people
assumed a feminist would
respond with the instinctual
reaction a feminist experienced, and it’s almost absurdly extreme.
Honestly, I wanted to
start this column with the
words: “Joe Patton, will you
marry me?” I quickly realized, however, two problems
with this.
First, our common bond is

our understanding that marriage seems distasteful and
harmful, so why would I listen to my culture and believe
that the highest form of embracing an intellectual bond
is to resort to marriage?
Second, Joe Patton would
really like, if anything, an
“ideal girl”… and let’s just
say I’ve never thought of
myself when I look at sweet
little Wendy.
Basically, all I’m saying is
this: I loved Joe Patton’s article! (And now I have a new
Joe to hold up as the object of
my restrained infatuation!)
Feminists don’t have to be
on the prowl, just waiting for
any text that speaks about
relationships concerning the
female gender with some
manner of negativity.
The only disappointing
thing in Joe Patton’s piece
was the fact that he could
only possibly speak from
one gender about the concept of marriage. (Sort of like
we’re all limited to doing.)
But that’s why it has simply
become my job to give the
female perspective in formulating the same conclusions.
I will not rehash Joe
Patton’s arguments, or intuitions, or descriptions, or
whatever they were. I will
simply say: I do not expect
Joe Patton to want to marry a
woman, any more than I expect myself to want to marry
a man.
Neither of us is speaking
about the opposite gender

with generalized distaste
or negativity. Rather, we’re
speaking about marriage,
which is a topic that both genders can agree upon without
becoming offended.
Of course, for example, I
want to be adventuresome,
and I would love to travel
and wander aimlessly and
spend time on park benches!
But, I don't want a man with
me any more than Joe Patton
wants a woman with him.
My only point in this
column is to shake up your
ideas about feminism. I'm
not out scouring the campus
grounds for students whom
I can tear to pieces any time
they talk about anything relating to women.
Instead, I’m always hoping to find people who have
similar ideals so that I can
join them in our fight against
the ingrained assumptions
of our culture, against the
assumption that marriage is
necessarily beneficial, against
the assumption that men and
women need each other in
marital relationships in order
to be complete.
Joe Patton, I hope your
singleness never comes to an
end out of default, or because
you just think it will happen
some time anyway and you
figure you might as well go
for it. You’re too good of a
kid (although I’ve never met
you) to waste your life compromising with and being
stultified by a woman.
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Wendy flies solo
By Jasmin Snyder
Last Friday at lunch I was
casually flipping through
my Echo and was caught
by the title “Peter Pan Hates
Wendy.” Interested, I started
to read and was honestly
shocked by what was said by
author Joe Patton.
Now, I’ll be honest, I tend
to have initial over-reactions
to things and this time was
no exception.
I proceeded to tell all my
friends about the article and
how frustrated I was about it.
For those of you who didn’t
read the article, the premise
was that all bachelors are like
Peter Pan who seek to fight
pirates and have grand adventures, but who will eventually and unfortunately fall
in love with Wendy, who has
come along and mercilessly
taken their freedom.
Joe’s theory can be
summed up in his quote,
“Pursuing wanderlust with a
wife is just not plausible.”
Initially, I was ridiculously offended by Joe’s article
for two reasons.
The first reason was because I hate that men have
such a warped idea of gender. There are far too many
brainwashed John Eldridge
fans on campus who don’t
know the first thing about
women and could care less.
The second reason was
that the article suggested all
women want the same thing:
marriage and babies. I felt
justified in being offended
by these things, but after
reading the article about ten
more times I am beginning to
feel differently.
Don’t get me wrong, I
think it is totally unfair for
Joe to make such infantile
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claims against women, but if
the article had been switched
around and written by a female I probably would have
laughed and agreed with every word. Let me explain.
I agree with Joe’s main
premise, that we shouldn’t
let this over-idealized view
of marriage that many people have rule our lives. Believe me, I'm the last person
in line to jump on the marriage bandwagon.
My issue with the article is
that it doesn’t make its point
clear for both genders. While
I understand it was written
from a male perspective, I do
feel that it is only feeding this
warped view of women held
by men on campus.
No, men shouldn’t sit
around waiting for an “ideal
girl” to come by, but neither
should girls wait for the
“ideal guy.” Girls should
(and do) experience life to
the fullest through traveling, education, sleeping on
benches, and many other
“wanderlust-like" things.
I may not be a man, but
I want to fight pirates and
have grand adventures also.
So let us not forget that Joe’s
call to enjoying the single life
doesn’t just apply to men.
His argument doesn’t stop
there, though. Joe goes on to
assert that “without freedom
[men] would cease to be who
they are.” This brings us to
the issue of marriage.
I know Kate is addressing
Joe's article also, and up to
this point we agree on this issue, but that stops now.
What I don’t think is
healthy about Joe’s article
is this attitude of dread towards marriage. This is how
our generation works (I
know because I am always
doing it): we take something

we perceive to be an extreme,
and then we take it to the opposite extreme.
In this case, we look
around campus and we see
everyone idealizing and
dreaming away about marriage and how amazing and
sexy it will be. So we take
that to the opposite end of
the spectrum by avoiding
and dreading marriage.
I have been there, loathing
the idea of having to be with
one person forever, especially
when I felt the obligation and
pressure to choose from only
Taylor guys (no offense).
What I have come to realize is that marriage is a
good thing, and it should be
viewed as a positive commitment. But not wanting it yet
is definitely okay.
Yes, I want to get married
some day, but I am not sitting in my room looking at
wedding magazines every
weekend. I have a very, very
long time before I want to get
married, thus I have lots of
time to be single.
Being single is an exciting prospect, having time
to yourself to enjoy life and
experience the world. But
I don’t believe that if and
when my singleness comes
to end, I'll look ahead with
dread and apprehension.
If I'm dreading marriage,
I just won’t get married. It's
a simple enough concept. I
don’t see marriage as some
necessary evil I must complete in order to procreate
and keep the world turning.
So for now, Peter will
have his adventures and
Wendy will have her adventures, too, and maybe some
day they will meet and fall in
love ... or maybe not.

By Jenny DeGeyter
Columnist
I have opinions: Folgers
coffee is nasty, cold weather
is awful, not all Christians
are Republicans. I have decided that an opinion is a belief that we hold as truth (for
ourselves). The dictionary
tells me an opinion is a view
or judgment formed about
something, not necessarily
based on fact or knowledge.
Opinions define us; they
help us find friends and
make decisions on a daily
basis. For example, you may
think the fish in the DC is
sketchy and opt for Mexicanhut fiesta for lunch.
Some opinions run deep
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into our core beliefs and affect our faith in action. They
affect what kind of job we
get, whom we vote for, what
church we go to and how we
spend our money.
I think it is vital to have
opinions. The Bible says that
each one of us should be
ready to give an answer to
the hope that we have within
(1 Peter 3:15).
There is a problem that
many people have here at
Taylor. We are individuals
who are collectively a part of
a big family of believers. But
do we hold collective beliefs
and opinions or are our beliefs individual?
I find that we associate
with those of similar opinions because it is easy. When
we leave this place, however,
we are going to be disconnected from this community
at Taylor. Will we be ready to
give an answer, or will we not

know what to say? Opinions
can define and enable you to
establish a strong stance on
certain ideals and issues.
So here is my opinion:
you should have opinions
and make them your own.
Use them to enhance your
faith, your political/public
involvement and your relationships. Associate with
people who have opposite
opinions; you might learn
something. Do not force
your opinions on others, and
be open-minded, listening
to the ideas of other people.
Take responsibility for your
opinions and do not mindlessly drift through Taylor.
When you leave here,
have solidified opinions that
will help you face all those
“real world” decisions we
have to make. And drink coffee, it is good for you.

timately damned to hell. And
that is it. Their lives seem
wholly devoid of any intrinsic meaning. In response, one
might maintain that these
individuals’ lives are not
devoid of meaning because
everyone, in some respect, is
used by God, that there is no
human life which is arbitrary
and meaningless.
Is this, therefore, just another (fancy?) way of saying
that these individuals perform their duties as stepping
stones for the elect, and once
they have fulfilled their purpose — achieved their meaning — they are inexorably
sent to damnation?
Paul, in Romans 9:22, does
appear to speculate about
those whom God prepares
as “objects of his wrath” to
exemplify “the riches of his
glory.” But it is not clear (to
me) whether Paul is merely
speculating about this actually occurring, and whether

an object made for wrath is
necessarily, without exception, destined for hell.
If God does not provide
a chance for everyone to obtain salvation, there are those
from whom God withholds
Himself, denying them the
opportunity to ever have an
intimate, personal relationship with Him. Although the
previous implication inevitably damns some to hell, this
implication entails far worse,
far more terrifying results.
It seems immensely odd
to contemplate the idea that
God would create a human
life (in His image), behold
His creation in unconditional love, and then preclude
that life from ever possibly
knowing its Creator. These
individuals must endure the
rigors of life and then, after
death, be met with unimaginable separation from God
in hell. I cannot think of anything worse than that.

Is salvation available to all?

By Marc Belcastro
Opinions Editor
Does God provide everyone with a chance to obtain
salvation? This is a question
I would like to consider for
a moment. Before continuing, though, I need to specify what I mean with regard
to some of the words in the
question. This is to ensure
that we are all on the same
page, more or less.
When I say “everyone,”
I mean every single human
who has lived, is living, or
will live. This group can also
be labeled as “humanity.”
When I say “chance,” I
am not referring to the nature of the chance itself or
the circumstance(s) in which
the chance may arise; I only
mean that a chance actually occurs. Whether there
are several chances or only
one; whether an individual’s
chance is “better” than another’s; these details, while
definitely important, do not
concern me at this point. I
am only concerned whether
there is a chance or not.
When I say “obtain,” I do
not intend to exclusively use
the word in its traditional
sense, where it denotes effort
and active acquisition. It also,
I think, can be conceived in a
passive sense.
I typically do not care for
labels within Christianity,
but since they are often helpfully informative, I would
consider myself someone
who is sympathetic to an
Arminian perspective (with
regard to salvation). In different words, I find it appropriate (relative to my beliefs)
to align myself with the “free
will” side of the “argument”
as opposed to the “predestination” side.
It is for this reason that I
find it necessary to answer
the above question by saying “yes.” I assert that God
does provide everyone with
a chance to obtain salvation.
Would you agree?
I personally cannot conceive of a more horrific and
frightening thing than if the
answer were “no.”
The following is what it
means, in my opinion, if God
does not provide a chance for
everyone to obtain salvation.
There are some, then, who
are born, live, die and are ul-
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Taylor rolls over the competition

Lady Trojans cruise past St. Francis in three sets
By Kim Rupp
Contributor
Taylor has been demolishing its opponents of late,
as the volleyball team had
won 14 of its last 16 matches
before Wednesday night’s
match-up against St. Francis.
That match continued this
trend as the Lady Trojans
(24-8, 4-1 Mid-Central Conference) beat the Lady Cougars in three straight sets.
“We passed well and that
made us able to execute our
offense,” Taylor coach Brittany Smith said. “St. Francis
had good hitters so at times
we lost our confidence.”
Taylor’s first point against
St. Francis came when junior
Maggie Henss blocked in the
middle to put the Trojans on
the board 1-2.
The Lady Trojans took the
momentum and continued
on a six-point run due to errors and miscommunication
by St. Francis.
A block by senior Arlene
Friesen put Taylor in the lead
11-4 and forced the Lady
Cougars to take a timeout.
Later, freshman Alison
Budd blocked a back row hit
down the middle to make it
14-7.
The Lady Trojans prevailed over St. Francis in a
long rally that consisted of
both short and long tips. The
point from the rally put Taylor up 23-12.

Junior Doris Mvano hit a
roll shot over the block, followed by a kill on the back
line by Friesen to put Taylor
up 28-14. The Trojans never
looked back and went on to
win the first set 30-14.
Taylor took the lead early
in the second game when
sophomore Jenny Peterson
nailed a kill down the line
to make it 2-0. Friesen surprised the Cougar defense
when she hammered a kill
on the Lady Trojans’ second
hit to put Taylor up 7-3.
“Our hitters were very
versatile,” Smith said. “They
could find the tip holes or
pound it down.”
Taylor picked up the intensity and pushed their lead to
22-16, causing St. Franics to
take another time-out.
St. Francis then regrouped
and answered back with two
consecutive blocks forcing
the Lady Trojans, leading 2321, to take their first time-out.
Taylor then went on a fourpoint run and took another
time-out when it led 28-26.
The Trojans went on to win
the second set 30-26.
The Trojans claimed the
first point of the third game
when Peterson tipped it over
the block. Budd ran a quick
hit down the middle for the
6-3 Taylor lead.
Junior Emilie York hit a roll
shot down the net to make
it 12-5. Friesen hammered a
kill past the Lady Cougar de-

Week five picks
The Bears will not win the Super Bowl this year. I just want come
out and say it. Between sportswriters fawning over this team and
random people from Chicago walking around campus yelling "Da
Bears," I don't know if I can take much more of this madness. Look,
Chicago may be 4-0, but it has had only one quality win this season:
Seattle. Sure, "Da Bears" dismantled the Seahawks, but Seattle was
playing without the NFL's reigning MVP, Shaun Alexander. No one
really expected a banged-up Seahawks squad to put up much of a
fight in Chicago. Plus, I'm still annoyed that ESPN put the Bears
ahead of the Colts in the Power Rankings.
Bye weeks: Atlanta, Cincinnati, Seattle, Houston
Andrew Neel’s picks:
Trevor Kight’s picks:
Last week: 9-5
Last week: 9-5
Season: 39-21
Season: 42-18
Miami 10 @ New England 27
Miami 17 @ New England 23
Tampa Bay 9 @ New Orl. 23
Tampa Bay 17 @ New Orl. 34
Washington 21 @ NY Giants 30 Washington 30 @ NY Giants 37
Detroit 14 @ Minnesota 17
Detroit 20 @ Minnesota 21
Cleveland 14 @ Carolina 20
Cleveland 20 @ Carolina 28
Buffalo 17 @ Chicago 35
Buffalo 10 @ Chicago 31
St. Louis 33 @ Green Bay 30
St. Louis 24 @ Green Bay 35
Tennessee 7 @ Indianapolis 40
Tennessee
9 @daniels
Indianapolis 31
By Anna
Staff
W@riter
NY Jets 27 @ Jacksonville 31
NY
Jets 14
Jacksonville 27
Oakland 17 @ San Francisco 28 Oakland 10 @ San Francisco 17
Kansas City 34 @ Arizona 17
Kansas City 38 @ Arizona 10
Dallas 23 @ Philadelphia 31
Dallas 30 @ Philadelphia 21
Pittsburgh 14 @ San Diego 21
Pittsburgh 24 @ San Diego 17
Baltimore 15 @ Denver 17
Baltimore 20 @ Denver 24

fense, giving her team a 17-8
advantage. Sophomore Katie Madis tipped it over the
block to the middle for the
22-16 Taylor lead.
Friesen smoked a hit
straight down the center, giving the Lady Trojans a 27-24
advantage. Taylor went on to
win the set 30-25, clinching
its 24th victory of the season.
“We regrouped well from
the loss last night and our
goal was to beat them in
three games, which we did,”
Henss said. “We’re excited
to get the job done; we’re
playing good volleyball right
now and we’ll only continue
to improve.”
Friesen led Taylor’s offense
with ten kills, while York
added nine. Henss paced the
Trojans with 26 assists for the
game. Friesen dug up 13 on
the defensive side for Taylor.
President Habecker and
first lady Mary Lou served
as honorary coaches for the
match. Both the president
and the first lady said they
were proud of the excellent
sportsmanship exhibited by
the coaches and the players
The Lady Trojans will be
back in action at Bethel College for a MCC match-up on
Tuesday, Oct.10 at 7 p.m.
“The girls have a well-deserved break this weekend,”
Smith said. “We’ll be working on everyone’s individual skills to prepare for our
match against Bethel.”
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Lady Trojans sophomore Jenny Peterson (right) prepares to spike the ball for Taylor in Wednesday's
game against St. Francis. The Lady Trojans defeated the Lady Cougars in three straight sets to
push their record to 24-8 and 4-1 in the Mid-Central Conference.

Trojans struggle to score in loss
By Amy Watkins
Contributor
The Taylor football team
went into their game on Saturday against 20th-ranked
(NAIA) Urbana immediately
following the Trojans' first
win since 2004.
What followed was a defensive battle that ended in a
14-7 loss for the Trojans.
Urbana (4-1, 1-0) began
the game with a 66-yard
touchdown run by RB Kirk
Hannah in the first quarter.
At that point, it may have
seemed like Taylor (1-3, 0-1)
was in for a long afternoon.
Rather than giving up,
however, the Trojan defense
refocused and caused some
major problems for the home
team's offense.
“We just made a couple
mistakes early on that let
them score,” senior DE Ryan
Daniels said. “We stepped up
and played really well.”
With the Blue Knights

backed up near their own
end zone at the beginning of
the second quarter, Taylor junior LB Brandon Kightlinger
intercepted a pass by Urbana
QB Ryan Gehlert. Kightlinger then returned the interception two yards for a
touchdown.
That defensive score was
the only one of the day for
the Trojans, who were held
to 54 yards of total offense.
Taylor junior QB Trennen
Kidder believes the offense
will continue to improve.
“It’s not that we don’t have
the talent to compete; we just
need to start executing,” Kidder said.
Urbana scored its second
touchdown of the day on a 5yard pass from Gehlert to Albert Floyd part way through
the second quarter. The score
would remain at 14-7 for the
rest of the game, with both
defenses refusing to give an
inch to their opponents.
“We did a good job of mix-

ing up our fronts in the second half,” Taylor head coach
James Bell said. “They had a
couple of big plays early in
the game that helped them
move the ball, but we made
good improvements.”
Even though the Trojans
were able to keep the game
close against one of the NAIA’s best teams, they were not
content with the outcome.
“I feel that our performance was very uncharacteristic of the type of performance we are capable of. We
have to just continue to learn
and get better next game,”
junior RB Andre Payne said.
Coach Bell remained optimistic about the possibility of
continued Trojans improvement as the season goes on.
“Our goal for the rest of
the season is the same,” Bell
said. “Be better today than
I was yesterday to help the
team win.”
Taylor will return to action
at Walsh on Oct. 7.

Taylor golf qualifies for regionals
By Anna Daniels
Staff writer
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Taylor freshman Jessica Leszczynski (right) battles for the ball
in Saturday's game against Goshen. The Lady Trojans (2-6, 12) defeated the Lady Maple Leafs 1-0 for their first Mid-Central
Conference win this season. The team will try to keep its winning streak alive when it plays at Grace on Saturday. Taylor has
another MCC match at Huntington on Wednesday.
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Taylor is regional-bound.
The Trojans' golf team finished sixth out of nine teams
at the Mid-Central Conference tournament Tuesday,
securing a spot at the MCC
regional tournament, which
will take place in the spring.
The two-day tournament
was held at Blackthorn Golf
Course in South Bend, Ind.
“Overall,
the
tournament was a big success for
the team, as we hadn’t really been playing well and
finally [we] played well in a
big tournament,” senior Matthew Hall said.
The team shot a 317 on
Monday and a season low
score of 305 on Tuesday for a
tournament-total of 622.
Sophomore Ryan Johnson

led the Trojans on Monday
with a 74, including a holein-one. Taylor Sophomore Ty
Luther’s 78, Hall’s 81, and
freshman Arne Fahlen’s 84
finished out the Trojans’ top
four scorers.
The tournament had been
scheduled to begin at 8 a.m.
Monday, but a lightningfilled storm rolled in and
delayed the tournament by
nearly three hours.
The Trojans began playing again at noon, but the
weather forced them to play
18 holes instead of 27.
Due to the weather, the
tournament course was shortened from 54 to 36 holes.
“[Weather] made course
play longer [and I] didn’t get
any roll off the drives,” junior
Dave Downey said. Downey
finished with a score of 88 for
Monday and had a round of

83 on Tuesday, said.
“It was very windy,” added freshman Trevor Fitch.
“I struggled a lot [and shot]
one of my higher rounds this
year [on Monday].”
Fitch had a round of 87 on
Monday and 80 on Tuesday.
Tuesday marked an improvement in the weather
and Taylor’s scores.
Hall’s 71 was his low
round of the season and tied
for the lowest score.
Johnson’s 76 was second
for Taylor, giving him a twoday score of 150, which was
good enough to qualify him
for All-MCC honors.
Luther finished with a
score of 78 and Fitch wrapped
up the tourney with an 80.
Bethel won the tournament
with a team score of 597.
Taylor finished within two
strokes of fifth place.

Trojans Sports
(Home games in bold)

Football

(1-3)
L, 14-7 Urbana
Upcoming games:
Saturday
at Walsh

Volleyball

(24-8, 4-1)
(4-0) Taylor Invitational
L, 3-0 Univ. of Indianapolis
W, 3-0 St. Francis
Upcoming games:
Oct. 10
at Bethel

Men's Soccer

(2-9-1, 0-3)
L, 2-0 Goshen
L, 5-2 Grace
Upcoming games:
Saturday
at Huntington
Oct. 10
Indiana Wesleyan 3:30

Women's Soccer
(2-6, 1-2)
W, 1-0 Goshen
Upcoming games:
Saturday
at Grace
Oct. 11
at Huntington

Men's Tennis

(5-4, 4-3)
W, 7-2 Grace
W, 7-2 Goshen
Upcoming games:
Saturday
at Univ. of Indianapolis

Women's Tennis
(5-6, 2-5)
L, 8-1 Goshen
W, 7-2 Rose-Hulman
Upcoming games:
Saturday
at Grace

Cross Country

(Men's)
25th of 36, Louisville Classic
(#25 Women's)
25th of 31, Louisville Classic
Upcoming games:
Saturday
at Indiana Wesleyan

Golf

6th of 9, MCC Tourney
(Blackthorn - South Bend)

